RECURRENCE - Body, Soul and Spirit
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Conversations on time, repetition and eternity.

These Papers are also found in Vol I and were
completed in the later 1960s:
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- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul,
the spirit never changes - it never disappears.
- You mean when we die it survives?
Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity.
Then what happens to the soul when we die?
It is born again.
- You mean in heaven?
- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same
day, in the same house.

The soul belongs to repetition - but

the body belongs to time.
- :But how can the body belong to time, if the soul belongs to

repetition?
- Everything in the body comes £rom time - it comes from the
past - from our parents, our ancestore·.

And further back still,

it grows from long periods of' evolutionary time, over thousands
and thousands of years.

:But the soul does not come from the past?

No, the soul belongs to the present - it grORS from each
moment of 'now'.

Every moment in our life belongs to the

soul - it is repeated again and again.
- .And the

spirit is above repetition?

- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and
repetition.

4'he spirit is everywhere, always.

- You said just now that the body belongs to time and the
soul to repetition?
- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity.

- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different1
- That is the great question - that is why there are so many
different theories about life after death.
- You mean there are different points of view?
- Many

different points of view.

different people.

It looks quite different

to

To one who lives in the body, for instance

whose life is taken up with everyday things - life exists only
in time.

He is born, he lives, he grows old, he die& - that is

all there is to it.

:But to one who has known something more,

life is a different matter.
- How is it different?
- He knows something in him will survive, which he calls the
soul, but he may not understand wb.a t it is.

UauSally he thinks

the soul will erlst separately from the body after death.
- You mean in eternity?

- Yes, but he does not realise that eternity exists here and
now in

~

lif'e - it exists in each moment of time and repetition.

What is more, it will always be there.

But will the soul

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next?
- One thinks of eternity as a place where nothing changes - where
things are eternally the same.
- Yes, but where could such a_ place really be?

And how can one

think of. it as always the same, when lif'e is eternally different?
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_ But when people die, why do they have to be parted from

us - why do they go away?

- They are not really parted :from us, nor do they go awa:y.
- You mean death ma.Ices no difference?

- It makes no dif:ference - all our connections with them remain.
- What do you mean by connections?

- When one feels close to someone.

Sometimes death makes one

closer - it makes our connections with ~hem stronger than ever
before.
- And is this the spirit?

- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections erlst.
But when people

di•,

doesn't the soul

go

away? ._

It makes a new bAginn1ng.
- And sooner or later it returns?

- Yes, its circle is l~od wi~ our own.
- But ii' we a.re connected with it by the spirit, does it ever
really disappear?
- It never really ttl.sa.ppears if' the connection is strong enough.

Then how can we make the connection stronger?

'.alrough the meditation ..

1'h.e meditation works on the level

of spirit.

- And i:f the connection were strong enough, would we lose the :feeling
of being separated?
- Yes, it is this feeling of' being separated that ea.uses so

muc.h su:f:fering.
- You mean this suffering is unnecessary?

- Yes, it is unnecessary.
us when they die.

People a.re not really separated :from

~eir life is always there, just as our life

is a.lw~s there, a.nd all our connections with them remain.

what need can there be for sufiering?

So
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- From tho point of view of the body, the body exists in time,
the soul exists in time, and the spirit exists in time.

Everything

for the body exists in time.

- You mea.n there is nothing else?
There is nothing else, from the body 1 s point of view.
~en how does it appear to the soul?
- From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn·aga.in
and again, the soul is reborn again and a.gain, and the spirit
is reborn again and again.

Everything is repetition for the soul.

- And how does it appear to the spirit?
- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally,
the soul exists eternally, and the spirit exists eternally. Everything
is eternity for the spirit.
Then which o:f these three points of.' view is the right one?
They a.re a.11 the right one - each point of view is right •
0

.But surely one is more correct than the others?
If' you walk over the surface of the earth it is flat;
look at it from above it is round;

if' you

but if you could see it from

far enough away it would look like a point - like one of the stars.
So which point of view is the :right one?

- Yes, I begin to see wbe.t you mean ••••
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- But hmv can we escape the laws of time and repetition?
The laws of time a.nd repetition are part of the structure
of the universe - why should we want to escape them?

Then what is their proper function?

If it were not for time, we should be unable to enjoy the
infinite variety of the world in which we live.
- How do you mean?

- If the infinite variety of the world were to be put before us
all at once, our minds would be unable to receive it.
- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit?
- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world

to unfold before our eyes.

Time is concerned with the newness,

the everchangingness of things.

Ii' we can learn how to make

friends with time, a new way of looking at the world will be
revealed to us •

- And what is the :purpose of repetition?
- Just as time enables us to see things along their length, so
repetition enables us to see things in breadth.

The breadth

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated in eternity-.

- You mean the number of times it has happened be:fore?

- If you like to put it that we::,.

Certain t~ngs have a great

deal o! breadth in our lives - they have always been there and

will a.lw~s return again.

significant.

Other things are not so broad, so

They may a.ppea.r in one life, but not in another.

They are more variable, more uncertain.

- And do things a.lso have depth?

- Yes, the depth of things is concerned with something quite
dif'ferent - it is concerned with a new direction - a direction

unknown either to time or to repetition.
-YOti mean things which never happened before?

- !ea, new possibilities in life - things which have never before

been realised.

- Then is our li:fe always w1 th us?

- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else!
- :But if life is alw~s with us, why dont we get very tired of it?

- Some people do - they get very bored with life.
- :But is there nothing we can change?
- Yes, everything £!!:!!. be changed.

:SU t why change anything - what

do you want to change?
- Many things.

Suffering, for instance, and things that bring

suf":fering to others.

Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas ••

- These are easily changed.

- :But haw?
- Through the meditation.

'lbings of this kind are not essential

to lif'e - they can be dispensed with very easily.

fut generally

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed.

- But

wb,y

is this?

- :Because everything needed for the fulfilment of life is already
there.

Tau have no idea how wonderful life could be, even if it

were only partly fulfilled.

We live and experience only a tiny

fraction of what our life really is.
- Then how do we :find the rest?

- Through the spirit.

When the spirit circulates in us it can

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones

which have never yet been realised.
- And it is this which has the taste of perpetual newness?
- Yes, it is this which comes from the _meditation.
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-

Then is the spirit on a higher level than the soul. and the body?

- Yes-, the spirit is above the level of functions.

- What do you mean by functions?

- Thoughts, feelings and sensa.ti.ons - everything to do with our
psycho1ogy - the spirit is above a11 that.

- '!'hen how does it actually work?
- Like tumtng on the light 1n a dark room - it illumines that

which is already there.
- You mean it brings emotion?

- Wo, it is not emotion - it is bliss.

- .But what is the difference?
- One is a function, the other a state.
- And are

there dif'f'erent degrees?

- Te.s, di:f:ferent degrees - different levels.

When it is absolute,

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when 1 t falls upon some
part o:f' us, it brings consciousness.

.And when it brings

consciousness, we e:xperi-ence bliss.
- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware

of them?
- Yes, they begin to work quite dif'f'erently - they work in the
light instead of' in darkness.
- Then how can we find 'this light - how can we :find the spirit?
- By turning away from the objects it illumines, and finding the

source from which 1 t comes.
- And this is what the medi ta. tion does?

- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit.

It

is by doing the meditation that we become filled wi-th the s~t.,
more and more.

RECURRENCE-Epilogue

Further Extracts from P.D.O. on the subject of recurrence
.... Life has to be repeated , there cannot be only one life. Try to understand
the design of life. You cannot understand it if you think of a straight line , and
if you think of circles you find that your brain cannot take it in. Everything
living - organic life , people and so on - live and die . and in some mysterious
way we do not understand this makes circles ; these circles are connected
with other circles and the whole design of life is the outcome of it. Everything,
every small unit , turns and turns in its circle , because everything must go on
existing. If a gap appeared , the whole structure would be destroyed ....
.... The study of recurrence must begin with children's minds, particularly
before they begin to talk. If people could remember this time , they would
remember very interesting things. Unfortunately, when they begin to talk,
they become real children and after six months ·or a year they usually forget.
People very seldom remember what they thought before that , at a very early
age. But psychologically it is a fact that in very early memories of childhood and sometimes people remember things at the age of a few months - they
already have a mentality , a certain understanding of people , places and
things. How can we expect children that have been born so recently to have
all this material? Our mentality grows quite slowly, but some children have
a grown-up mind. They are not children at all ; then later they become
children. If they remember their mentality of early infancy , they see that it is
the same mentality as grown-up people have. That is what is interesting ....
.... in my own experience I met with some very interesting things. Also some
people I knew had very interesting recollections of the first years of life , and
they all had the same impression , that their mentality was not a child's
mentality or a child's psychology. Do you see what I mean? They had a
ready mind , with quite grown-up reactions and a way of looking at people
and recognizing them , such as could not be formed in the course of six
months of unconscious life .....
(these quotes - and those of the Prologue - are frqm The Fourth Way. The
next extracts are from a copy of a wartime letter to London which Colin kept
with his papers on recurrence.)
.... Speaking briefly I want to ... put particular stress to the idea of eternal
recurrence .... I see in future a possibility of adding some new points to the
programme of ( The Study ) Society - a kind of psychical research group
connected with the idea of recurrence. And even apart from that I find that
this idea gives very good material for talk. On this idea people can learn
to think and to speak ..... You see, my line is that even theoretical , quite
intellectual , knowledge of these questions change(s) things materially for
people. It sounds like a paradox, but it is true and it may affect larger circles
of people.
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